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Late Middle Ages  13th to 15th centuries.  

 From the 2nd half of the 12th century until the 14th century: 
  End of foreign invasions and attacks  Security. 

Prosperity  Trade and agriculture  
Population grew 
Royal power  Recovered. 
Cities  Development. 
 New social urban group  bourgeoisie.  
Culture  Development of universities. 

  Gothic art.  
 14th century  Crisis. 
 

 
 

 
12th and 13th centuries  Economic expansion. Thanks to changes in agriculture. 
 Feudalism: low productivity because of rudimentary tools and two-year crop rotation. 
 Innovations  Higher agricultural production. 

- Three-year crop rotation. 
- Iron-wheeled mouldboard plough: 

o Iron  Harder, more resistant. 
o Wheeled  Allowed faster sowing of the land. 
o Mouldboard  Allowed better turning of the soil and deeper furrows. 
o They allowed the use of horses rather than oxen because of the new harnesses 
 Quicker. 

“Agricultural tool which appeared in Europe in the Late Middle Ages which had a 
plough made with metals pulled by horses, which allowed better turning of the soil 
and faster work”.  

- Use of manure as fertiliser. 
- Increase of arable lands  Cleansing of forests. 

 
CONSEQUENCES: Greater agricultural production   

- Population increase: from 36 to 80 million between the 11th and 15th centuries.  
- Better feeding  Resistance against epidemics. 



- Urban growth  Surpluses of workers in the countryside. 
- More trade. 

 

 
Before the 11th century  Few cities, and little importance. 
11th century  New cities and growth of existing ones. 

 New cities  Boughs: from neighbourhoods around castles, markets, monasteries, 
crossroads, etc.   

  

 Agricultural increase 
o More population (and better life conditions)  More than needed in the 

countryside  urban migration. 
o More production  Greater surpluses  Trade.
o More people  more demand of products  Increase of craftwork and trade.

 Urban freedoms  not under the authority of feudal lords.
o Free population  if a serf escaped to the city and stayed there for a year became 

free citizen.

 More security  No need of protection by feudal lords.
 

 
First cities  depended on feudal lords. 

Increasing economic power of artisans and merchants  greater self-government with time  
Charters (fueros). 

 Charter: Legal document granted by a king or feudal lord to the inhabitants of a city granting 
them rights, freedoms and privileges. 

  Freed from the feudal system. 
  It allowed autonomous governments  Council, led by a bough master.  

 Chosen among the citizens  with time, only wealthy families. 
 Taxation, defence, infrastructure. 
 They met at the town hall. 
 They could send representatives to parliaments. 

 

 
Walled, divided into neighbourhoods depending on economic activities (guilds) or religious groups. 
Main square: grouped the main buildings. 

 Economic: markets. 

 Religion: cathedral. 

 Politics: town hall. 

 Culture: universities. 



Some palaces and public monuments  Status symbols. 
 

 
 

Important growth due to the increase of agricultural and artisanal production. 
 

In workshops and markets (supplied by local peasants, with everyday products and weekly 
frequency).  
 

Mostly fairs and sea ports.  
- Fairs: merchants’ gatherings. 

o Once or twice per year, for several days. 
o Not in all cities. 
o Luxury products, or specialised. 
o Supplied from different regions and countries. 
o Champagne, Flanders, Burgundy, Medina del Campo, etc. 

- Sea ports  Trade routes.  
o New techniques (astrolabe, compass, new ships, etc.) + more security  

Opening of new trading routes. 
 Mediterranean Sea: Northern Italy (Venice, Genoa, Florence, Pisa), 

Marseille, Barcelona, etc. with the Byzantines and Islamic world.  
 Northern Europe: Hamburg, Lübeck, Frankfurt, Bruges, Ghent, London, 

etc.  

 Hansa (Hanseatic League) 
o Economic allegiance. 
o 14th century. 
o From northern Germany.  
o For the control of trade in the Baltic and Northen Seas.  

 
Consequences of the development of long distance trade: 
- New mints, appearance of money changers. 
- Payments with promissory notes (documents assigned to a person in place of money). 
- Bankers  They borrowed money in exchange of interests. 

 

 
Artisans  they worked in small workshops, generally grouped in a street.  
 Grouped in CRAFT GUILDS.  
 
 GUILDS: 
Associations of artisans (and merchants) of the same trade. 
For the protection of their interests, regulations and mutual protection.  

- Control of the production: regulation of working hours, holidays, qualities, prices, etc. 
- Exclusivity in the city: only guild members could produce or sell in the city.  
- Mutual protection: helping the sick, widows, orphans, etc.  
- They  established the organisation of the workshops: 



o Master  Owner of the workshop, materials and production.  
o Journeymen (Officials)  Worked in the workshop in exchange of a salary. They 

could become masters by passing a test (produce a masterpiece). 
o Apprentices  They worked in exchange of learning. They lived in the 

workshop. 
  

 
Changes in the cities. In the rural areas, feudal organisation.  
Appearance of the bourgeoisie  First, all inhabitants of cities in general. Then, only for those 
working as artisans and traders.  
 They belonged to the non-privileged social groups. 
Social organisation in the cities: 

- PRIVILEGED: 
o NOBILITY: 

 Some moved to the cities and lived in palaces. 
o CLERGY: 

 Bishops, priests  Secular clergy. 
 Mendicant orders (Franciscans, Dominicans)  Chastity, obedience and 

poverty. Teach by the example.  
- NON-PRIVILEGED: 

o BOURGEOISIE 
 New social class. 
 Depended on wealth, not on inheritance of privileges.  
 High bourgeoisie  Richest families.  

 Traders, bankers, etc. 
 Petite-bourgeoisie  Small-scale traders, craftsmen, etc. 

o Other urban inhabitants: officials, apprentices, servants, etc. 
o Poor population  Beggars.  

Religious groups: 
- Jews   Discriminated. Had to live in separate neighbourhoods (Jewish quarters).  

 

 

 
 

Royal power  Reinforced because of:  
- Support of the cities  They had some freedoms (autonomy, markers and fairs, 

individual freedoms, etc.) in exchange of taxes. 
-  Economic resources for the king  Royal armies  No need of feudal armies.  
- Increase of public officials  Exercise royal power over their dominions.  
- Less insecurity  Less need of protection of the kingdom and its population. 

 

 
Parliaments  Political institutions.  

- Representative assembly. 
- Functions: advisory role, voting the introduction of new taxes.  



- Representatives of the nobility, clergy and the cities, summoned by the king.  
- Successors of the ‘Curias Regias’. 
- Parliament (England), Estates General (France), Diet (Holy Roman Empire), Cortes 

(Spain), etc. 
o Magna Carta (1215)  Charter (political document granting rights and privileges) 

signed by the English king after an allegiance of nobility, clergy and bourgeoisie 
for avoiding abusive behaviours. In it, the power of the monarch becomes 
subjected to the law and the Parliament. 

 

 
 

 
 

Cultural renaissance in the cities from the late 11th century: 
- Cathedral schools. 
- Universities  From the 12th century.  

o Associations of teachers and students. 
o Focal point for spreading culture, knowledge and ways of thinking. 
o Autonomous organisation of teachings: undergraduate, graduate, masters and 

doctorates.  
o Bologna (1088), Oxford (1092), Paris-Sorbonne (1257), etc. 
o Arts, Medicine, Theology and Law. 

- Diffusion of some classical authors such as Aristotle and Christian thinkers such as Saint 
Thomas Aquinas. 
 

 
Gothic: artistic style 
 Europe, 12th-15th centuries.  
 Appeared in France, spread throughout Europe.  
 Urban  Promoted by the bourgeoisie and the clergy.  
 
Architecture: reflected the changes of the Late Middle Ages (urban life, bourgeoisie, etc.). 

- Typologies: 
o Religious: churches and cathedrals 
o Civil: palaces, town halls, universities, etc.  



o Looking for height  Symbol of power.  
- Material: stone. 
- Hold elements:  

o Pointed arch  it distributes the forces more vertically  towards the pillars  
more height.  

o Groin vault  two pointed arches crossing diagonally  only the corners load 
weight  large pillars.  

- Holding elements:  
o Pillars (with attached columns) 
o Flying buttresses outside. 
o Wall  No holding function  Windows and stained glass  Curtain-wall.  

- Decorative elements  Stained glass. Rose-windows at the front (façade).  
 

Civil architecture: reflecting the functions and power of cities.  
- Political  Town halls: Brussels, Bruges, etc.  

o Palaces: Dux (Venice), Papal Palace (Avignon) 
- Economy  Trade exchanges (Lonjas): Bruges, Valencia.  
- Culture  Universities: King’s College (Cambridge)  

 
Religious buildings: great height and luminosity.  

o Floor plans:  
 Latin-cross plan (3 or 5 aisles) with centred transept.  
 Basilica plan.  
 Double ambulatory with apses.  
 They may even have two transepts.  

o Interior: three levels in the sides 
 Naves  separated by arches.  
 Triforium (gallery)  very narrow. 
 Stained-glass windows.  

o Exterior: 
 Towers 
 Several entrances with archivolts   Decorated.  

Examples: 
Notre Dame (Paris) 
Chartres Cathedral  
Reims Cathedral 
Sainte-Chapelle (Paris) 

Cologne (Köln) Cathedral (Germany) 
Salisbury Cathedral (England) 
Milan Cathedral (Italy) 

 

 
Shared characteristics:  

- Looking for beauty. 
- Realism. 
- Expressive figures, drama, kindness, etc.  
- Themes:  

o Portraits  Kings, nobles and bourgeoisies. 
o Religion  New Testament (Christ’s life), saints and the Virgin.  

 

 



+ Mostly in façades (archivolts, tympanum, etc.) and round bulge. 
+ Freed from the architectural frame.  
+ Christ on the cross  Suffering.  
+ Virgin and Child  Kind, maternal.  
Examples: Klaus Sluter. 
+ Also, gargoyles. 

 

 
+ On wood. Barely any wall painting (because of stained-glass windows) 
+ Reredos (Altarpieces, retablo): behind the altar.  
+ Bright colours, golden colour for light, intention of volume and space.  
Examples:  
  Duccio, Giotto (Trecento) 
 + 15th century  Flanders 

o Great details 
o Bright and strong colours  Power. 
o Great domain of portraits.  
o Oil painting.  
Examples: Jan Van Eyck, Roger van der Weyden. 

 

 
14th century  Crisis across Europe.  
15th century  Recovery  Modern Age.  
 

 
CAUSES 

o Political: Wars: frequent.  
 Hundred-Year War (1337-1475)  France Vs England. France won.  

o Economic: Hunger: bad harvests  weakening of the population  Epidemics and 
malnutrition.  

o Religious: Religious conflicts  Western Schism: internal division of the Catholic 
Church, with two Popes appointed at the same time, supported by different 
countries (France, Scotland, Castilla and Aragón Vs England, Italian states, Portugal 
and the Holy Roman Empire).  
 From 1378, and ended in 1429 with the appointment of a new Pope. 

o Demographic: Black Death (1348-1352)  Bubonic plague. Appeared in Asia, and 
spread thanks to trade routes and the Mongols.  
 One third of Europeans died, cities and regions were abandoned, etc.  

CONSEQUENCES: 
o European population: from 80 to 45 million (1300-1400). 
o Economic crisis: lack of workforce, reduction of demand, no agricultural supplies, etc.  
o Social unrest  increase of conflicts because of the economic situation.  

 Countryside: against feudal lords  they wanted to increase taxes and keep 
their privileges despite the economic crisis.  

 Cities: revolts against the bourgeoisie because of accumulation of wealth and 
power.  

 Religious persecution  Pogroms against the Jewish population. 



 

 
- Kings  Reinforced their authority against feudal lords and concentrated powers. 
- Demographic recovery.  
- Economic recovery  harvests, craftwork and trade (new trading routes and 

geographical discoveries).  
- Culture  Humanism, printing press (1448, Gutenberg), etc. 

All the foundations for the Modern Age. 
 
 
 
 

GLOSSARY 
 

Iron-wheeled mouldboard plough. Bough master / City council.
Parliament. 

Magna Carta. 
Charter. 
Market. 

Fair. 

Hansa. 
Guild. 

Master. 
Journeyman. 
Apprentice. 

Bourgeoisie. 
Universities. 
Gothic art. 

Western Schism. 
Black Death. 

 
 

REVISE –CHANGES IN THE LATE MIDDLE AGES 
 
Copy the following table in your notebook and complete it with the information of the unit. 
 

CHANGES IN THE LATE 
MIDDLE AGES 

CAUSES CONSEQUENCES 

Increase in agricultural production   

Increase in the economic power of 
the bourgeoisie 

  

Increase in the political power of the 
monarchs 

  

Demographic decline   

 
 

TEXT – URBAN PRIVILEGES: CHARTER OF LORRIS, 1155 
 
Taking into account that we are going to speak about cities in this unit and what we have already studied: 

- What were the main economic activities carried out in the cities, and not in the manors? 
- For the merchants to be successful, what conditions should be met? 
- Does an increase in security have any type of effect on feudal lords and their relationship with the monarchs? 
- What type of power did the king have during Feudalism? What part had he granted to the feudal lords? 

 
The growth of the medieval economy, to point where towns although containing a minority of the population were at 
the forefront of economic activity, is among the most significant aspects of the 11th and 12th centuries. This growth had 
a widespread impact on all aspects of society - from religious ideals and practice to the gradual monetization of all sorts 
of social relationships. Towns were fundamental to this process, as was the protection of their leading inhabitants. Kings 
often supported the towns, which provided a source of support distinct from the unreliable aristocracy. This is the charter 
of Lorris, granted by King Louis VII in 1155, and which was widely imitated in northern France. 



 

 1. Every one who has a house in the parish of Lorris shall pay as cens sixpence only for his house, 
and for each acre of land that he possesses in the parish. 
 2. No inhabitant of the parish of Lorris shall be required to pay a toll or any other tax on his 

provisions; and let him not be made to pay measurage fee on the grain which he has raised by his own 
labour. 
 6. No person while on his way to the fairs and markets of Lorris, or returning, shall be arrested or 

disturbed, unless he shall have committed an offence on the same day. 
 9. No one, neither we nor any other, shall exact from the burghers of Lorris any tallage, tax, or 

subsidy. 
 12. If a man shall have had a quarrel with another, but without breaking into a fortified house, and 

if the parties shall have reached an agreement without bringing a suit before the provost, no fine shall 
be due to us or our provost on account of the affair. 
 15. No inhabitant of Lorris is to render us the obligation of corvee, except twice a year, when our 

wine is to be carried to Orleans, and not elsewhere. 
 17. Any burgher who wishes to sell his property shall have the privilege of doing so; and, having 

received the price of the sale, he shall have the right to go from the town freely and without 
molestation, if he so desires, unless he has committed some offence in it. 
 35. We ordain that every time there shall be a change of provosts in the town the new provost shall 

take an oath faithfully to observe these regulations; and the same thing shall be done by new sergeants 
every time that they are installed. 

From Frederic Austin Ogg, ed., A Source Book of Medieval History, (New York: 1907), 328-330. 
 

GLOSSARY: 
- Charter: A written grant from the sovereign power of a country conferring certain rights and privileges on a person, 
corporation, or the people. A document outlining the principles, functions, and organization of a corporate body; a 
constitution. 
- Measurage fee: tax over a cargo 
- Cens: census. Official count of a particular population. 
- Burgher: resident of a burgh or borough (medieval city or town), especially middle class dedicated to craftwork or 
trade. 
- Provost: The chief magistrate or convener of a burgh, equivalent to a mayor. 
- Corvee: was unpaid labour imposed by the authorities on certain classes of people, such as peasants, for the 
performance of work on public projects. 
 

Answer the following questions about this text in your notebook: 
1. What does rule number 2 mean? 
2. What type of properties had to pay taxes?  
3. What economic activities were promoted (by no paying taxes)? What are the differences with the 

manors?  
4. Who had the role of judge? Who had it in the manors? 
5. Why do you think “Any burgher who wishes to sell his property shall have the privilege of doing 

so” is written in number 17? 
6. If a recently-appointed provost had to take oath to observe these regulations... what controls the 

type of life of the cities? 
7. The kings grants the charter... what do you think he gets in exchange? 
8. With the possibility of collecting taxes, what do you think that changes in the power of the kings 

in this period? 
9. If cities are safer because there is more security, and therefore there are more handcrafts and more 

trade, who gets more political power?  

 
 
  



TEXT – LIFE IN THE MIDDLE AGES (M. WHITTOCK) 
 

Martin Whittock, Life in the Middle Ages (London: Running Press, 2009). Adapted. 
 

CHAPTER 3 – THE GROWTH AND DECLINE OF TOWNS 
 

The huge growth of English towns and their influence happened since the Norman Conquest in 1066. 
This reveals itself clearly in the case of London, where the Norman impact was massive –with a new palace 
at Westminster and a new St. Paul’s, as well as the building of fortifications at Baynard’s Castle and the Tower 
of London. In addition, the period following the conquest saw the building of 100 parish churches and 11 new 
monasteries, with the latter being significant economic communities with great effects on the local area. The 
Conquest also coincided with a leap in London’s population, from about 8.000 in 750 to 25.000 in 1100 and 
100.000 in 1300. Incidentally, it probably halved around 1350 due to the Black Death. 

The union of Normandy and England acted as a stimulus to long-distance trade and with it the growth 
of certain key towns. But towns were not a Norman invention: they were a Europe-wide phenomenon. 
Neither was the increasingly rapid growth of towns after 1066 due to a particular Norman set of ingredients, 
but it would have happened without the Conquest as well.  
 
Towns and trade 

By 1300, perhaps as many as 20 per cent of the English population lived in urban centres, most of 
which acted as market centres for their local areas. They provided rural communities with the products they 
could not individually provide for themselves, such as clothing and specialty iron tools. They also provided a 
market for the sale of farming produce from the demesne land of local estates. In this way urban centres 
enabled local lords to turn the products of their estates into cash. The largest towns had the largest 
hinterlands [Rural area economically tied to an urban centre], with which they were closely connected. 
London, for example, relied on grain from about ten different counties. The distance of these areas involved 
with an urban centre varied according to ease of transportation. On a related theme, the concentration of 
available luxury goods in the largest towns (either imported through them, or produced there) drew in 
purchasers from considerable distances.  

Many towns were established after 1066, while others had a history which stretched back far before 
the Norman Conquest. Some, of course, had been important centres in Roman Britain (although had lost the 
majority of their population since then). But many were new towns of the Middle Ages. In these cases, 
ambitious local lords had seen the advantages a town could bring and invested in setting one up to make the 
most of a town’s money-making opportunities.  
 The importance of the establishment of new towns is revealed in the fact that between 1200 and 
1300 the number of boroughs (originally a defended place but later possessing certain rights, such as self-
government) jumped by over 100 per cent, from about 220 to 500. Of these towns about 25 per cent were 
directly administered by the Crown. However, even though the input of the English Crown was important, 
this left 75 per cent of towns which had been set up by local lords. The Church also saw the advantages of 
developing towns on its estates, and 25 per cent of the national total were administered by the Church. The 
returns to those who established towns, or who invested in them, could be impressive. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
1. Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
2. Look for information and write 4 lines about the 1066 Norman conquest of Britain.  
3. Were cities an effect of the Norman conquest, or were they bound to happen either 

way? 
4. What role did cities have in relation with their surroundings? 
5. What were the boroughs? 
6. Who could set up (found) and administer towns, according to the text? 

7. What reasons were behind of the foundation of some towns?  
 
 



The benefits enjoyed by townspeople 
Towns also offered a wide range of attractions for those living there. As well as providing new job 

prospects in craftwork and trade, they also offered opportunities for escaping villains to lose themselves in a 
large population. It was this that caused towns to grow as a proportion of the national population from about 
10 per cent in 1086 to about 20 per cent by 1300. This growth was driven by migration from surrounding 
areas, such as in Exeter, where around 27 per cent of its inhabitants had migrated from up to 40 miles (64 
kms) away. The types of migrants ranged from poor peasants looking for opportunities to improve their 
economic situation to wealthier artisans making the most of the trading opportunities through renting a plot 
of town land.  
 One clear characteristic of towns was a distinct set of rights (borough freedoms) which outsiders did 
not enjoy. There was not a clear and tidy definition of what these were, but there typically was set of 
arrangements which varied from place to place instead. Some towns, it is true, had been granted borough 
charters by a lord. These laid out the rights and privileges enjoyed by those living there. Others, however, 
had evolved a series of local customs which in some cases were later formalised in a charter.  
 Probably, the most relevant characteristic of English medieval towns was that the properties within 
it were rented out at a relatively low rent and that those who rented were not liable for any kind of labour 
service. These plots could be freely sold or given as a gift, and none of this needed the agreement of the lord 
who owned the land. These conditions were an attractive proposition to a population who were all too 
familiar with the humiliating restrictions and unpaid workload which often went with renting land in the rural 
areas. The person who rented land in a town had freedoms that a villain in the countryside could only dream 
of. […] 
 
 Towns thrived on trade. Owners of town land had the right to hold fairs and weekly markets and 
were free from the tolls which had to be paid by outsiders visiting these. Townspeople celebrated their 
membership of an exclusive club and kept outsiders at a disadvantage. In some cases, traders and craftsmen 
of certain towns who were members of the guild merchant had some special privileges, such as transporting 
goods across the kingdom without paying tolls. 
 The access to those privileges changed over time: as the Middle Ages progressed they became more 
restricted, and a distinction grew between those traders and manufacturers who had been granted the 
‘freedom’ of the town and the majority of the town population with fewer privileges. These privileges could 
be gained through inheritance, purchase or apprenticeship.  
 
 Over time, more and more towns enjoyed the benefits of self-government and elected their own 
mayors and legal officials. This occurred when the burgesses (population of a borough, citizens) of a town 
associated and paid a fixed fee to the lord who had originally owned the land on which the town lay. The fee 
compensated the lord for the loss of income from the rents and tolls of the town and meant that these would, 
from that moment on, belong to the town itself. This trend boomed after 1189 because the kings Richard I 
and John (King John Lackland) were short of cash and found granting charters and selling town rights 
attractive financial propositions. Urban self-rule therefore grew more in royal possessions than in those 
belonging to nobility or clergy.  
 Some private lords tried to resist this trend, and found themselves the object of pressures and 
resentment of townspeople keen to press their rights for more freedom to regulate their own affairs. In 1327 
in Bury, townspeople plundered the abbey and imprisoned some of the monks in an attempt to force the 
abbot to grant them greater self-government.  
 In these self-governing towns it was the town authorities who were now responsible for carrying out 
royal instructions and regulations: they had come of age as communities. In some cases, even, this urban 
autonomy led to cities becoming counties in their own right, such as Bristol (1373), York (1396), Newcastle 
(1400) and Norwich (1404). Such towns had their mayors and councils, seals and seats of government. They 
frequently excluded ‘lesser trades’ from occupying these positions, generally with merchants dominating the 
town government and only lesser posts open to members of the craft guilds. 
 Nevertheless, these local governments showed great respect for their communities, and real conflict 
could occur when financial charges (raising of taxes, for instance) were made without consultation with 
representatives of the wider town community. Towns, therefore, were not democracies, but they were not 
run by oligarchies who ignored the less-wealthy members of the urban community. Popular political 



participation tended to decline, mostly during the fifteenth century, which meant that Late Medieval town 
councils were often made up of the wealthiest members of urban society, replacing more open assemblies. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
8. Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
9. What were the reasons for the people to migrate to the towns? 
10.What benefits were received by the towns? How did we call them in the previous 

text (Lorris)? 
11. What does "those who rented were not liable for any kind of labour service"? What 

do you think it references to in Feudalism? 

12. The author establishes that one of the differences between living in the fiefs and in 
the cities was the possibility of selling plots of land: why is that difference present?  

13. What were the advantages regarding the markets for the inhabitants of the cities?  

14. How could the privileges of some citizens be obtained? 

15.How could the burgesses get political power? Why did they have to pay? 
16.Why was self-government more significant in royal cities from the late 12th 

century? 
17.What role did the council have? Could they impose their will onto the community 

with no regard for the rest of the population? Why? 
 
The guilds 
 Of all the industries located in towns, the largest was the cloth industry. The large numbers of people 
living in towns provided a good-sized labour pool for the many different stages involved in the industry, from 
preparing the wool to processing the finished cloth. During the thirteenth century the cloth trade was a major 
source of the prosperity of towns such as Lincoln, Stamford and York. Regional specialization meant that 
certain locations were associated with particular products. This high-quality cloth was consumed 
domestically as well as on the international market. Other towns were associated with other trades and 
products, varying from knives at Thaxted (Essex) to hearings at Great Yarmouth (Norfolk). […] 
 

Within towns, traders and manufacturers were grouped into guilds, which administered their 
mysteries, that is, their professional knowledge, rules and arrangements. These organisations were made up 
of three main groups. The first were the masters, who owned their own workshops, or shops. They brought 
in raw materials, owned the tools and the equipment of the trade and sold the finished products. The second 
group were the journeymen, who had been trained but had not acquired their own premises, so they were 
employed by the masters. The third group were the apprentices, who provided free labour to the masters 
while they learnt the trade. There could be a huge gulf between the wealthiest masters and the skilled 
workers they employed.  
 The guild system grew up in English towns mainly during the fourteenth century, though it was under 
way in the biggest towns from the 1280s. Before guilds became so important, wages and conditions were 
often decided by the town authorities. And there had been apprentices learning their trades long before the 
guilds brought together large numbers of craftspeople and formalized their arrangements. The guilds, 
though, were useful in keeping the elites in control of their areas of expertise. By insisting on long 
apprenticeships they could limit those coming into the trade and so reduce competition. By limiting the 
number of apprentices a master could take on, they stopped more energetic masters from dominating the 
trade of a town and forcing other masters out of the business. Powerful guildsmen did their best to prevent 
their journeymen from organizing their own groups to press for higher wages, as happened in London in 
1396. Guilds also regulated working hours: banning night work and work on Sundays and other holy days. 
 During the fifteenth century, the guilds in the largest towns gained many functions beyond regulating 
manufacturing and trade. They took on a religious role by promoting the feasts of their patron saints, paying 
for candles and ceremonies in local churches, and organizing ceremonies such as the great processions on 
the celebrations of Corpus Christi and at midsummer.  
 The guilds also offered mutual support to their members and assisted widows and organised 
funerals. At Killingholme (Lincolnshire), guild members each paid a half-penny to support other guild 
members in need. For many poorer townspeople in the fifteenth century, the support of their guild at the 



time of death was the equivalent of the prayers and Masses said for the souls of wealthier citizens: salvation. 
[…] 
  

By the mid-fifteenth century many of the most powerful guilds dominated the government of towns. 
In this way they operated as ‘both judge and jury’ in ensuring that towns were run in their interests.  
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
18.Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
19. What groups made up the guilds? Explain briefly the role of each of them. 
20. What does the author refer to when writes that "the guilds [...] were useful in 

keeping the elites in control of their areas of expertise? 

21. Was the role of the guilds only related with work? 

 
 
Merchant Adventurers and foreign investors 

By this time a new kind of trading association was coming to prominence: the Merchant Adventurers. 
These were different from the traders’ guild of the earlier Middle Ages in their scale, their ambitions, and in 
their commitment to long-distance trade, coming to dominate the commercial life of some cities by the 
sixteenth century. Southampton, for instance, was at the hub of a major trading network in which some of 
the goods imported stretched into Asia. Particularly valuable was the trade in pepper and spices, which 
commanded huge sums of money. Export goods, however, were less exotic, ranging from English finished 
cloth to tin and lead. What is very clear is that the yearly total value of trade in and out of England was 
enormous, and that importance was recognised by the Crown, which required payment for permission for 
merchants to trade abroad.   
 This growth in international trade provided opportunities for enterprising bankers. The first financial 
trading house in London was established in the thirteenth century and belonged to the Riccardi merchants 
of Lucca, Italy. Italian bankers financed the Crown and other major players in English economy. Other 
European players developed a keen interest in English international trade. German merchants of the 
Hanseatic trading league set up a base near London Bridge and dominated the fourteenth-century London 
export trade. 
 In addition to trading activities, other foreigners were involved in the manufacturing processes. One 
example are Flemish skilled workers arriving in England in 1337 to assist in the development of finished cloth. 
This involvement of skilled continental craftspeople boosted the growing English textile industry, which 
despite periodic trade slumps, remained a major exporter throughout the fifteenth century. This rapid 
expansion of the textile industry led to towns such as Stamford and Norwich becoming major manufacturing 
centres of finished cloth. The capital also benefited from these developments, and London’s expansion 
continued as cloth production stimulated the economy. London’s dominance was seen in many other 
industries too, including gold smithing, bell founding, brass making and the growing market in spices.  

Cloth production was not the only trade assisted by European involvement. Dutch immigrants 
brought skills in leather working and gold smithing; they were also at the cutting edge of fifteenth century 
technologies such as printing, clock manufacturing, optics and even brick-making. Prior to the late fourteenth 
century few buildings in England were made from bricks; instead construction relied on timber and wattle 
walls, or stone for the wealthy. 

 
Answer the following questions in your notebook: 

22.Look for the underlined concepts and words in the dictionary. 
23.How was the Merchant Adventurers different from the traders' guild? 
24.Look for information and write 4 lines about the Hanseatic trading league. 
25.What are the main products that were exported from Britain? 
26.Was the introduction of foreign workers good or bad for the English? 

 
  



TEXT – BOCACCIO AND THE BLACK DEATH 
 
The Italian writer Bocaccio lived through the plague when it reached Florence in 1348, and it inspired him to 
write his long collection of stories, The Decameron.  
 
I say that in the year 1348 a deadly plague entered the noble city of Florence, the most beautiful in Italy. 
Some people say that it came through the influence of the heavenly bodies, and others that it was caused by 
God's anger at our evil actions. Whatever the cause, It had begun some years earlier in the East, where it 
claimed many lives, before it spread westwards, growing in strength as it went from one place to another.  
 
The symptoms were not the same as in the East, where a nose bleed was the sign of the arrival of death. It 
began both in men and women with swellings in the groin or under the armpits. These grew to the size of a 
small apple or an egg. After this point the disease started to alter in nature, with black or livid spots appearing 
on the arms, the thighs, everywhere. Sometimes they were large and well spaced, other times small and 
numerous.  
 
No doctor's advice, no medicine seemed to be of any help. Either the disease was incurable or the doctors 
simply didn't know how to cure it. Many tried, though.  
 
The pestilence spread so efficiently that, not only did it pass from person to person, but if an animal touched 
the belongings of some sick or dead person it contracted the pestilence and died of it in a short time.  
 
As our city sunk into this affliction and misery the reverend authority of the law, both divine and human, sunk 
with it and practically disappeared, for those who were supposed to be its ministers and executors were, like 
other people, either dead, sick or so taken up with the needs of their own families that they could not perform 
their offices. That left everyone else free to make his or her own arrangements. 
 
A large number of men and women abandoned their city, houses, families and possessions in order to go 
elsewhere, at least to the Florentine countryside, as if the wrath of God punishing humankind with this 
pestilence would not follow them there. 
 
[...] The poor and even the middling classes faced an even grimmer prospect. Most of them stayed in their 
own homes and neighbourhoods, either because they hoped they would be safe there or because they could 
afford to do no other. They fell sick by the thousands every day, and having neither servants nor anyone else 
to care for them they almost always died. Many of them died in the street either during the day or by night, 
while those who died in their homes were noticed by their neighbours only when the smell of their 
decomposing bodies brought them to public attention. 
 
There were dead bodies all over [...] They would drag the dead bodies out of their homes and left them in 
front of their doors. In the morning great numbers of them could be seen.  
 
What more can be said except that the cruelty of heaven (and perhaps in part of humankind as well) was 
such that between March and July, thanks to the force of the plague and the fear that led the healthy to 
abandon the sick, more than one hundred thousand people died within the walls of Florence. 
 

Answer the following questions in your notebook: 
1. Does Bocaccio know what caused the plague?  
2. What were the symptoms he describes?  
3. Does he consider that leaving the city was enough for not suffering the plague? 
4. What were the consequences it had for Florence during the plague? 
5. What were the consequences after the plague? 

 


